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With a stunning, Bali-inspired contemporary design, the project featured here truly is a tropical paradise. The 
homeowners desired a place where they could escape and relax, so they worked with the team at JB Pool Construction 
to create their dream backyard. 

The owners had an idea of the pool design they wanted, including the basic dimensions and the shape, but with the 
help of JB Pool Construction, their ideas were fine-tuned to include appropriate seating, step entries, the stool layout 
and the water feature reservoir.

With an incredible water wall feature, striking black tiles, beautiful pool interior, and two firepits, this outdoor oasis 
is the new family paradise.
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The installation of the new pool has truly enhanced the outdoor space and become an integral part of the entertainment 
area. it also features excellent water-saving and energy-saving measures, including variable speed pumps with 8-star 
and 9-star energy ratings, and a 6kw solar-power unit that offsets all pool energy requirements. Rain water tanks 
have also been used to automatically top up the pool and pond.

specialising in residential pools for clients with high expectations, JB Pool Construction works closely with each 
homeowner to ensure the finished project is perfectly tailored to their family and lifestyle requirements. The project 
featured here is no exception to the incredible attention to detail and workmanship that the team applies to all its work.
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Working throughout south east Queensland and northern new south Wales, JB Pool Construction provides 
an exceptional service that sees each client deal directly with the business owner, salesperson, designer, 
project manager and builder all-in-one, which guarantees a personalised and attentive service. 

Jamie Bramich has more than 20 years of experience in the gold Coast swimming pool industry and has been 
the owner of JB Pool Construction since it began in 2007. Bramich takes care of everything, from the initial 
site inspection to quotation and design, contractual documents, engineering, certification and council approvals.  

JB Pool Construction is a member of the Queensland Master Builders Association (MBA) and recipient 
of numerous industry awards for swimming pools, outdoor living and landscaping. it recently won Best 
swimming Pool at the 2015 Master Builders state Housing & Construction Awards.

When you employ the help of JB Pool Construction, you can rest assured that the team will complete your 
project to the highest standard.

ConTACT
JB Pool Construction
Mobile: 
0418 110 978
email:  
jamie@jbpoolconstruction.com.au
Website:  
www.jbpoolconstruction.com.au
Facebook:  
www.facebook.com/JBPoolConstruction


